
Assistant Buyer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Assistant Buyer for women's accessories, foundations, shoes, jewelry, and hosiery. Experienced 
with creating and updating purchase orders, weekly selling reports, item setup for e-commerce, 
and sample coordination. A proven track record of increasing sales, easy adaptability to software 
programs, strong analytical and retail math skills. Currently seeking an associate buyer position.

Skills

Umbraco, Pardot, Microsoft Office.

Work Experience

Assistant Buyer
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2003 
 Analyzed daily sales in order to forecast business trends and buyer behavior, and optimized 

sales and gross margin dollars by analyzing, evaluating and adjusting pricing and other 
promotional plans.

 Ensured timely delivery of merchandise through consistent communication and follow-up, and
applied successful negotiation techniques to achieve more lucrative business opportunities.

 Provided on-going analysis and interpretation of key business issues, including but not limited 
to merchandise reports, Open-to-Buy monitoring, sales figures, and other ad hoc analyses.

 Ensured top-tier relationships with vendors, providing the appropriate level of interaction with 
vendors in terms of both timely problem resolution and follow-up communications.

 Demonstrated strong ability to utilize merchandising systems and other critical research 
analyses to make balanced risk-decisions based on company objectives and parameters for 
success.

 Demonstrated excellent vendor and product knowledge and applied this knowledge in order 
to successfully negotiate with vendors to gain more favorable shipping, delivery and 
merchandise costs.

 Effectively managed vendor net process with vendors, and accurately resolved discrepancies 
between purchase orders, invoices and merchandise receipts, ensuring customer service and 
vendor satisfaction.

Assistant Buyer
GROUPON  1995 – 2000 
 Am directly responsible for the Car Electronic and Musical Instrument categories.
 Also assist both the Portable Audio and Camera buyers.
 My daytoday primarily involves coordination with vendors to source products, build out deal 

structures, and ensure product and deal information is correct.
 Role was created for me.
 Started as a buyers assistant, was given official title 4 months later.
 Negotiating product costs, managing owned inventory levels, planning a product assortment 

and aligning it with highlevel marketing strategy is the chess game I play everyday.
 At any given moment, I may be researching competitors, diving into data to stay ahead of 

trends, putting product imagery through Adobe Photoshop, or shadowing a coworker to 
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sharpen my knowledge of the overall business.

Education

Bachelor of Science in Communication - (Georgia State University - Atlanta, GA)
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